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1.1  DB BR103 

The Class 103 from the DB is a six axle alternating current locomotive mostly used 

for the long-distance passenger transport. 

All together 145 locomotives were produced in the years from 1970 to 1974 for the 

Deutsche Bahn. The locomotives were used on IC / Intercity traffic in Germany. 

The engine has three axle bogies, with one traction motor per axle. 

The motors are controlled by a high performance Thyristor tap-changer with 39 notches. 

The overall performance is 12.000 kW and has a maximum speed of 200 km/h. 

 

1.2  DB BR103 – Functions available in the Simulation 

The most important functions are summarised below ( Not all functions are listed ) 

 Prototypical driving behaviour 
 Tap-changer automatic notching control 
 Delayed and smooth regulated E-Break 
 High braking for the engine brakes 
 Real sounds optimized for EFX 
 Prototypical PZB90 v1.6 
 Time-Time-Sifa 
 Active PZB help system 

 Switchable instrument lights 
 Reading lamp and cab light 
 Separately switch-able wipers  

with speed control 
 Standard TS2014 Effects 
 TS2014 Camera positions 
 Automatic AI wipers with  

weather detection 
 Headlight adjustment for player 
 vR ZZA compatible 
 

 

 

1.3  Technical Data BR103 

 

Manufacturer: Henschel, Krauss-Maffei, 
Krupp, AEG, BBC, 
Siemens 

Build Dates: 1970 - 1974 

Type: Electric Wheel arrangement: Co-Co 

Length / buffer: 19.50 m Mass: 114 t 

perm. Output: 7440 kW Maximum speed: 200 km/h 
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4.1 General hints 

We are happy to present you with a new locomotive from virtualRailroads. As usual, our 

models are created for customers who are looking for better and more realistic models for 

the TS2014. Once again we have enhanced the functions integrated into the locomotive. 

For example AI wiper functions recognizing the weather. A Help System which shows you 

detailed messages about what’s just happened, especially useful when errors occur.  

Please read the following sections carefully to make you familiar with the locomotive 

and its functions. 

Important: The locomotive has no push/pull equipment and is not able to drive in multiple 

formation. It is possible to couple additional locomotives to your train. But if more than one 

locomotive is coupled to your train, the break pressure may be reduced. Please keep that in 

mind when using the brakes. When driving in reverse with more than one locomotive 

coupled, there will be no tractive effort shown in the appropriate gauge.  

 

4.2  Message and Help system 

Messages: 

The locomotive has a special message and help system to give you information about 

events and errors which occur. You can adjust the systems level with <Shift+[> 

The system can be switched on by <Ctrl+]>. 

 

Active PZB Help system: 

The locomotive has a special help system for the security systems PZB. 

An additional yellow triangle around the speedometer shows you the actual speed which 

is calculated for the PZB system. Please do not mix up the shown speed with the 

allowed max speed. The yellow triangle should tell people which are new to PZB the speed 

which is checked by the system. If you get an emergency brake due to incorrect operation 

you will get additional information in a message box. 

4.3  Regulator 

Automatic notching control: 

The regulator is used to select the required notch from 0 to 39. The tap changer will then 

automatically notch up or down to the selected notch at a pre-set speed. If you switch the 

regulator directly from notch 0 to 39 it will take approx. 30 seconds to reach notch 39. 

Please keep in mind that selecting too high a notch will result in an overload and the main 

switch will be tripped. 

The chosen regulator notch and tractive effort can be checked with the tractive effort gauge 

to the left of speedometer, and the transformer voltage gauge ( right vertical gauge, left 

needle ). It should not exceed 600A to avoid an overload. 

 

Regulator lock: 

The regulator is locked when: 

 You used a brake while the regulator is not set to 0 (zero) 

 An emergency brake application occurred 
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If the regulator is locked you can´t notch up or down. The tap changer is automatically set 

to notch zero. 

Neutral position permission: 

To unlock the regulator do the following things: 

 Set the regulator to notch 0 (zero) 

 All brakes need to be released  

 Check no emergency braking is active 

 The main switch is on 

4.4  Brakes 

The locomotive has three brake systems. 

  

 engine brake (direct brake) 

 train brake (automatic brake) 

 E-brake (electric rheostatic brake) 

Engine brake: 

When you enter the cab the loco brake is released. The brake is only used to brake the 

locomotive and not the train. You can use the brake when starting your train on a hill to 

prevent the locomotive from rolling back. When you take power, the loco brake should be 

released. 

Train brake: 

The train brake is used to brake the whole train. It is a notched brake and can be precisely 

controlled. Use the brake with care, according to the train weight and track conditions. 

When you take power the train brake needs to be released. 

E-brake: 

The E-brake works on all traction motors. If both train brake and E-brake levers are in the 

release position they are automatically combined when the train brake is used. 

To use the E-brake independently from the train brake simply move the E-brake lever. 

 

How to brake: 

Braking with this locomotive needs a lot of experience. You should drive with caution. 

It is necessary to think at least 1000m ahead. Notch down in good time with the regulator.  

It is necessary to tap changer in zero before you can use the train brake. 

Keep in mind: from notch 39 to 0 it takes nearly 30 seconds until you can use the brakes 

without getting a fault. Check the traction effort gauge and the transformer voltage gauge to 

see if power is down to 0 (zero). 
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4.5  Wheel-slip and Sanding 

If you pull a heavy train it is very difficult to prevent the wheels from slipping. 

If you do not reduce the power the wheels will keep slipping and you will hear a warning 

sound and get a visible effect in the speedometer. 

 

To master difficult situations like climbing up a hill with a heavy train you could use the 

sander. Use the switch in the cab or press <X> to switch on the sander. 

5.1  SiFa (vigilance alarm) 

 

The locomotive has a working time-time-SIFA (driver vigilance alarm ) which can be 

activated or deactivated with <Shift+7>. The purpose of the SIFA is to keep the driver 

vigilant at all times and to allow the locomotive to come quickly and safely to a stop should 

the driver become incapacitated or otherwise not be in proper control of the train. 

If you switched on the SIFA you have to press the key <Q> every 30 seconds to reset it. 

If you forget to reset the SIFA, the SIFA light will start glowing on the console to remind you 

to press the SIFA reset button <Q>. If you miss this, after 2 seconds you will hear a warning 

beep that will last for a further 2 seconds after which the train will begin braking (not an 

emergency brake application). If you the press the SIFA reset button <Q> the braking will 

release automatically and you can drive further. Don’t forget to set the regulator so zero 

before you can reapply the power because of the regulator locking while braking. 

If you are not inside the cab when driving the loco you won’t get any warning about the 

SIFA status but remember that SIFA is still working! You will need to press the SIFA reset 

button <Q> outside the loco or it will eventually come to an emergency stop. 

 

5.2  PZB 90 (train protection & control) 

The locomotive has a realistic built in PZB90 V1.6 system used in Germany for speed control 

of trains. 

Use <SHIFT+8> to switch PZB on or off. 

Change the train PZB mode with <Ctrl+8>. 

After switching on or changing the mode the PZB will start a self-test. The PZB can only be 

switched on or off and the train mode can only be changed when the train is not moving and 

the reverser is set to off. 

Use the following keys to control the PZB: 

 <DEL>  = PZB Befehl40 / Order40 

 <End>  = PZB Frei / Free 

 <Page down> = PZB Wachsam / Vigilant 

Important: The use of the PZB Wachsam / Acknowledge switch is different to other  

locomotives with PZB. The usage of the switch will be registered by the PZB system when 

the switch is released! That is a prototypical behaviour and different to other PZB systems 

installed in other locomotives. You can switch and hold the PZB Wachsam / Acknowledge 
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switch when you pass a 1000Hz magnet, but need to release the switch in within 4 sec. to 

avoid an emergency brake. 

PZB help system: 

 

The help system will assist you when you have no experience with the PZB. 

It tells you in a message box why you have an emergency brake application when it occurs. 

An additional yellow triangle around the speedometer gives you information about the 

checked speed. Switch on or off the help system with <Shift+-> 

 

The PZB 90 system is used to ensure that trains are running at the correct speeds in certain 

controlled sections (for example, leading up to signals) and also to ensure that no train can 

pass a signal at danger. 

There are three types of train controlled via the PZB system, these are described as: 

Zugart O Obere (Upper) Light trains / Passenger trains  

Zugart M Mittlere (Medium) Heavy trains / Freight trains 

Zugart U Untere (Lower) Very heavy trains / Freight trains 

 

When you enable PZB with Shift+8 it will start up ready for a Zugart O train.  

Zugart can be read in the message window to the right in the cab. 

You can use Ctrl+8 to cycle between the train types until you have the one most appropriate 

for your train.  The key differentiators are the maximum speed and the ability to stop,  

so a long slow heavy freight train should be a Zugart U, for example. 

In the descriptions below, the process that is followed is exactly the same regardless of the 

train type selected, what differs is the speed limits that are enforced. 

 

PZB is implemented by means of three kinds of magnets that are placed 

on the track; these are described as 500Hz, 1000Hz and 2000Hz.  These 

magnets are only powered if their associated signal is set at a non-clear 

aspect, if the aspect is clear (‘green / green’) then the magnets have no 

effect on the train. 

 

For some controlled elements, such as a signal, each of the magnets  

will be placed in the following order: 

 1000Hz - at some remote point on the track such as the distant signal 
 500Hz - usually 250m before the main signal being checked 
 2000Hz - placed at the signal itself  
 

 

For this description, a Zugart O train is assumed. 
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Note: In the speed limit descriptions below the line limit always overrides that given in the 

description.  For example, if the description says that you must be below 85km/h and the 

line limit is 60km/h then this takes precedence. 

1000Hz Magnet 

A passing train will first meet the 1000Hz magnet and the 1000Hz lamp will light on the PZB 

display after pressing PZB Wachsam / key Page Down while passing the signal.   

On the Train Simulator 2014 HUD, the exclamation point indicator will light up with a wasp 

black/yellow pattern, but there is no audible indicator.  The driver now has four seconds 

within which to press the PZB Wachsam button (Page Down).  Failure to do this will result in 

the emergency brakes being applied. 

Having acknowledged the 1000Hz magnet, the driver now has 23 seconds to drop their 

speed to 85km/h ( Note: A different Zugart ( M or U ) has a different speed ) or emergency 

brakes will apply. 

After the train has passed 700m from the 1000Hz magnets the 1000Hz lamp will go out and 

at this point the driver may choose to press PZB Frei (End) to get out of the speed restriction 

if, and only if, they can clearly see that the controlled signal is now showing a clear aspect.  

If the driver presses PZB Frei and then runs over an active 500Hz magnet the train assumes 

the driver has made a mistake and will apply emergency brakes. 

500Hz Magnet 

On passing the 500Hz magnet, the train must not be exceeding 65km/h or the emergency 

brakes will be applied.  The 500Hz lamp on the PZB display will light up.  The train now has 

153 meters to reduce speed to 45km/h. 

The 45km/h speed limit is now in force for the next 250m.  It is not possible to release from 

this with the PZB Frei button. 

2000Hz Magnet 

If the train passes an active 2000Hz magnet then it will always apply its emergency brakes 

as the only time this can happen is if the train is passing a signal at danger. 

Other notes 

If, while under the control of a 1000Hz or 500Hz magnet, the train stops or spends more 

than 15 seconds at less than 10km/h the enforced speed limit will be reduced by a further 

20km/h and this is then called a restrictive speed limit.  This is indicated on the PZB display 

by the speed indicators (the top row) alternating between two lamps ( 70 and  85 ).   

Once the magnet lamp goes out you can press PZB Frei (End) to get out of the restrictive 

speed limit. 

 

Befehl40 (‘Order 40km/h’) 

The Befehl40 button (Del) allows a special case that instructs the train to ignore a 2000Hz ( 

red signal ) magnets that it comes across.  You are put in to an enforced speed limit of 

40km/h while this is active, exceeding this limit will cause the emergency brakes to apply.   

To pass the red signal press and hold DEL for PZB Befehl40 until the Befehl40 light lights up.  
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Type of Train Normal Monitoring Restrictive Monitoring 

 1000Hz 500Hz 1000Hz 500Hz 

O (Obere) 165km/h -> 85km/h 

in 23 seconds 

65km/h -> 

45km/h  

in 153m 

45km/h 

constant 

45km/h -> 25km/h 

In 153m 

M (Mittlere) 125km/h -> 75km/h 

in 26 seconds 

50km/h -> 

35km/h 

in 153m 

45km/h 

constant 

25km/h 

constant 

U (Untere) 105km/h -> 55km/h 

in 34 seconds 

40km/h -> 

25km/h 

in 153m 

45km/h 

constant 

25km/h 

constant 

 

Further Reading 

You can find more recommended reading about the German PZB90 system at these links: 

 http://www.marco-wegener.de/technik/pzb90.htm 
 http://www.sh1.org/eisenbahn/rindusi.htm 

 
(content is owned and maintained by 3rd parties and not under our control) 

 

6.1  Destination board control 

The locomotive can handle coaches with the vR destination board system. 

The BR103 itself has no destination boards but those on the coupled coaches can be 

switched with <0> and <Shift+0> (zero). 

6.2  AI wipers 

There are special functions for the locomotive when it is used as an AI machine. 

If it is raining or snowing the right wiper in the driving direction will start automatically. 

  

http://www.marco-wegener.de/technik/pzb90.htm
http://www.sh1.org/eisenbahn/rindusi.htm
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Function Key Key 

Pantograph up / down  P 

Main switch on/off  Z 

Regulator  A / D 

Regulator fast up / down >1sec. press A / D 

Reverser  W / S 

Trainbrake  ; / ´ 

E-Brake  < / > 

Loco brake  [ / ] 

Emergency brake  Backsp () 

Sander  X 

SIFA on/off Shift 7 

SIFA Reset  Q 

PZB on/off Shift 8 

PZB train mode Ctrl 8 

PZB Wachsam / Acknowledge  Page down 

PZB Frei / Free  End 

PZB Befehl40 /Command 40  Del 

Horn long  Space 

Horn short  B 

Wiper right  V 

Wiper left  C 

Wiper right fast Shift V 

Wiper left fast Shift C 

Wiper right slower Ctrl V 

Wiper left slower Ctrl C 

Cablight and Reading lamp (Shift) L 

Instrument lights  I 

Main headlight adjust Shift End / Pos1 

ZZA up  0 

ZZA down Shift 0 

Help system on or off Shift [ 

 

 

Scenario 1 - Back From Maintenance - Part 1 

You will bring a fresh maintained engine to his first schedule to Hanover. Be aware of some 

speed restrictions in Hanover.  

Scenario 2 - Back From Maintenance - Part 2 

In part 2 you will haul a passenger service from Hanover to Uelzen. 

Scenario 3 - Northwind 

After collecting your coaches in Veddel you will drive a passenger service with a lot of stops 

to Uelzen. 
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Please place the locomotives so that cab 1 points into the driving direction. 

This will prevent a false detection of the driving direction for placing the driver and raising 

the correct pantograph. 

 

 

 

 

We say Thank you to all people who helped with the realism of this locomotive. 

Your virtualRailroads Team 


